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MINUTES OF THE HISTORICAL AFFAIRS AND LANDMARK REVIEW BOARD 

Wednesday, June 19, 2019  

2100 Clarendon Boulevard 

Lobby Rooms Cherry and Dogwood 

 

MEMBERS PRESENT: Charles Craig 

Omari Davis 

Sherry Frear 

Sarah Garner, Vice Chairman 

Gerry Laporte  

Joan Lawrence  

Sara Steinberger 

Mark Turnbull  

Andrew Wenchel 

Richard Woodruff, Chairman 

 

MEMBERS EXCUSED: Robert Dudka 

Jennie Gwin 

Carmela Hamm 

 

STAFF:   Cynthia Liccese-Torres, Historic Preservation Coordinator 

Angelina Jones, Historic Preservation Planner 

Serena Bolliger, Historic Preservation Specialist 

Lorin Farris, Historic Preservation Planner  

     

ROLL CALL & CALL TO ORDER 

 

The Chairman called the meeting to order at 7:30 PM. Ms. Jones called the roll and determined 

there was a quorum. The Chairman invited Ms. Liccese-Torres to introduce the new staff 

member Lorin Farris.  

 

APPROVAL OF THE MAY 15, 2019, MEETING MINUTES  

 

The Chairman called for any changes to the May 15, 2019, draft meeting minutes. There were no 

comments. The Vice Chairman moved to approve the draft minutes and Mr. Davis seconded the 

motion. The motion passed 7-0-2 with Mr. Turnbull and Ms. Lawrence abstaining (Ms. Frear had 

not yet arrived).  

 

[Ms. Frear arrived at 7:38 PM.] 
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PUBLIC HEARING FOR CERTIFICATES OF APPROPRIATENESS (CoAs) 

 

CONSENT AGENDA 

 

As there were no Certificate of Appropriateness requests, no consent vote was needed.  

 

ADMINISTRATIVE CERTIFICATES OF APPROPRIATENESS (ACoAs) 

 

No comments were made on the following ACoA request: 

 

1) Leonid and Serafima Mirkin 

1809 Queens Lane, #145 

ACoA 19-11 (HP1900025) 

Colonial Village Historic District 

Request to install eight (8) new replacement windows in conformance to 

the requirements set forth in the Guidelines for Replacement Windows in 

the Colonial Village Historic District. 

 

DISCUSSION AGENDA 

 

Discussion Agenda Item #1: 1731 North Veitch Street Site Plan 

 

The Chairman invited the Historic Preservation Program (HPP) staff to introduce the item and 

invited the applicants to sit at the table. Ms. Jones introduced the project, which involves the 

demolition of a ca. 1920 farmhouse at 1731 N. Veitch St. This house was not part of the original 

Lyon Village subdivision and thereby excluded from the National Register Historic District 

boundary. Staff is requesting documentation of the building’s interior and exterior and is 

collaborating to salvage historic materials from the dwelling. Ms. Jones explained that the HPP 

staff has submitted three rounds of comments and met with the applicants twice. Staff 

appreciates the applicant’s responsiveness to comments. Ms. Jones outlined three major 

outstanding staff comments: 1) desire for a more unified mansard roofline to reflect garden 

apartments rather than townhouses; 2) removal of the upper-level rear roof decks and return to a 

full mansard roof; and 3) request for a streetscape analysis depicting the adjacent Colonial 

Village garden apartments to show how the project fits with the surrounding historic fabric.  

 

The Chairman then asked for comments from the applicants, Derek Huetinck and Robert Malm. 

Mr. Huetinck described the project as comprising four lots and stated that the property is made 

up of both the farmhouse parcel and part of the neighboring Arlington Housing Corporation 

(AHC) property. He concluded by saying that their team had been working with Arlington 

Zoning and Planning staff for about two years to determine the entitlement package. Mr. Malm 

described touring Colonial Village and taking photographs that his team then used to create their 

proposed design concept. He acknowledged that early feedback from staff was to simplify the 

design of the townhouses and that they had worked to streamline the facades. He related that the 

mansard roofs were inspired directly by the Colonial Village units with this feature and observed 

that the step down of the roof is required to accommodate the grade, although his team had 

grouped the roofs on the end units in response to staff comments.  
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The Chairman asked for comments from the HALRB. Mr. Craig inquired whether the project 

had gone to the Design Review Committee (DRC) for review and Ms. Jones answered that it had 

not. Mr. Craig stated that the brick projections were excessively deep and looked overwrought. 

Mr. Malm responded that the rendering gives the incorrect impression of the projections being 

overly deep because of the darkness of the shadows. Mr. Craig stated that the overall impression 

of the design was of the late 19th century rather than the 20th century. Mr. Craig concluded by 

saying that he agreed with staff’s comment regarding the stepping of the mansard roof. 

 

Ms. Lawrence said she agreed with Mr. Craig’s comments and did not think the design conveyed 

Colonial Village’s character. She also observed that the bay windows/oriels needed to be 

integrated more successfully into the building’s façade. She concluded by agreeing with the staff 

comment regarding the upper balconies. 

 

Ms. Steinberger asked if there were examples of balconies in Colonial Village that could be used 

as a model. Staff responded that they were not aware of any; Ms. Jones added that staff was 

specifically speaking about the roof deck balcony in their comment, not the lower level 

balconies. The Chairman asked why the applicant had included the roof top balcony in their 

design. Mr. Malm and Mr. Huetinck responded that the roof deck is a popular feature in 

townhouses and something that people look for when shopping for this housing type. The 

Chairman observed that this compromises the mansard roof. Mr. Turnbull asked if the wall of the 

upper deck could be made a darker color so that it is not so visually abrupt. Mr. Malm observed 

that they typically make the walls of decks such as these a lighter color so as to not look too 

heavy against the blue of the sky. Ms. Bolliger asked if the wall would be covered in Hardiplank 

and Mr. Malm confirmed yes.  

 

Ms. Frear inquired as to why the applicants had chosen a mansard roof. Mr. Malm responded 

that the mansard roof allows for a finished living space while conforming to height restrictions. 

Ms. Frear stated that she did not think the roof type was successful in this application. 

 

Mr. Craig observed that the proposed design does not relate to the historic district and looked 

similar to other infill throughout the County. 

 

The Chairman asked if the applicants had considered a flat roof. Mr. Huetinck responded that a 

flat roof would change the height calculations and put them over the allowed height limit for 

some of the units. 

 

Ms. Steinberger commented that the roof stepdown was more apparent and therefore jarring from 

the back of the townhouses rather than the front elevation. She asked if the groupings could be 

adjusted.  

 

Ms. Lawrence observed that since this project would be perpendicular to North Veitch Street, the 

back therefore would be highly visible from the historic district. She stated that the design 

needed to be more compatible with the surrounding district. Ms. Frear agreed and expressed that 

while the current design may draw upon architectural features from the neighboring historic 

district, that it still is not compatible with it. 
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Mr. Davis asked if the applicants had a site plan that the HALRB could look at; Mr. Malm 

shared one of the full-size plans. 

 

Ms. Liccese-Torres asked the applicants to explain to the HALRB their anticipated timeline for 

project completion. Mr. Huetinck replied they were still finalizing the timeline with Planning 

staff, but that they anticipated meeting with Planning staff in about two weeks to review initial 

comments and resubmit application materials. 

 

The Chairman asked if there were any other comments. There were none. He then observed that 

there was consensus among the members that the proposed design is not compatible with the 

Colonial Village Historic District and that it would be appropriate for the HALRB to prepare a 

letter for the County Board outlining the body’s concerns about the design. Ms. Liccese-Torres 

recommended that the HALRB wait for the SPRC process to begin before composing a formal 

letter pertaining to this design.  

 

The Chairman made a motion, stating that as the [site plan] process moves forward, the HALRB 

urges the applicants to consider design changes that would make it more appropriate to its 

location and proximity to the Colonial Village Historic District, including features of the 

mansard roof, the upper roof decks in the back, the oriels in the front, and the way the façade is 

treated. Ms. Lawrence seconded. The motion passed unanimously 10-0. 

 

Discussion Agenda Item #2: Wilson School Historic Marker 

 

Ms. Jones introduced a proposed historic marker for the former Wilson School, which was a 

condition of the Use Permit for the new school on the site. Ms. Jones inquired about: 1) the status 

of more interpretive markers mentioned in the Use Permit condition language; and 2) the 

schedule for the approval of this and any other markers.  

 

Jeff Chambers, from Arlington Public Schools (APS), introduced himself and the project 

manager, Jennifer Xu. He described the location of the plaque near the main entrance and close 

to the future location of the scale model. He explained that the marker would be inset into the 

brick and flush with the façade.  

 

The Chairman asked for comments. Mr. Turnbull noted that the marker should indicate that 

Arlington County was previously named “Alexandria County.” Mr. Turnbull also questioned the 

relevance of the Washington Golf Course information and noted disappointment in the absence 

of information about the architect Charles M. Robinson, as his role had been highlighted during 

the County Board hearings in 2017. Ms. Lawrence stated concern about the size of the marker 

and the content of the text. She described the contentious demolition process and stated that this 

marker did not adequately pay tribute to the original school. Ms. Lawrence suggested that the 

text be rewritten and a larger marker size be considered (bigger than 18” x 24”).  

 

Ms. Steinberger stated concerns that the distribution of photos to text within this small size of 

marker was ignoring an opportunity to describe the role of the school in Arlington’s 

development.  Mr. Laporte had prepared a list of comments, including that the dates listed on the 

marker text were incorrect and did not correspond with the construction, use, and demolition of 
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the building. The Chairman and Ms. Lawrence agreed that the text should be rewritten. Ms. 

Liccese-Torres said it would be possible for the HPP staff to help rewrite the plaque, and that the 

history had already been compiled during the unsuccessful local historic district designation 

nomination process.  

 

Ms. Jones reiterated that additional plaques on the interior would allow for a more thorough 

interpretation of the site’s history. Mr. Chambers explained it would be possible to have 

additional plaques inside the building although none had been planned yet. Ms. Lawrence asked 

if there would be any interpretive language included with the model. Mr. Chambers said there 

would be.  

 

Ms. Liccese-Torres read the Use Permit condition language outlining the requirements and the 

need to have the requirements completed before the Use Permit could be released. Mr. Laporte 

offered to send his comments to staff, but said it was likely that the marker language would need 

to be rewritten in which case his comments would be unnecessary. Mr. Laporte was concerned 

that the proposed draft contained excessive editorializing. He asked for clarification about an 

additional image of a sample plaque which had been included in the packet for illustrative 

purposes. 

  

Ms. Lawrence asked whether the location of the plaque was finalized. Ms. Xu said that initial 

locations had been discussed with the HALRB and that this location had been finalized. Ms. 

Lawrence reiterated a concern about the size. Mr. Craig also asked for further clarification about 

the location. Mr. Chambers explained the location of the model and the marker. Ms. Liccese-

Torres asked about the state of completion of the model. Mr. Chambers responded it would be 

ready by opening day. Ms. Steinberger inquired about opening day and Mr. Chambers stated it 

would be September 3, 2019.  

 

The Chairman asked for further comments and then stated that the HPP staff would work on a 

revised draft with APS that could come back to the next HALRB hearing on July 17, 2019. Mr. 

Chambers said that staff also was welcome to write an additional plaque for the interior. The 

Chairman asked about increasing the size of the plaque. Mr. Chambers explained that the plaque 

will not be applied to the building but rather will be a part of the building, so a larger size might 

not be possible; APS needs to confirm. Ms. Liccese-Torres stated that if there were additional 

interior plaques, it might alleviate the need for a larger exterior plaque.  

 

Discussion Agenda Item #3: Clarendon War Memorial Interpretive Project: Review of 

draft historic markers for the Wars in Afghanistan and Iraq 

 

The Chairman explained that the HALRB first would discuss the draft markers for the conflicts 

in Afghanistan and Iraq as this would be an initial review for a final approval in July; then the 

HALRB would complete a second and final review of the other four sets of historic panels. Ms. 

Jones informed the Board that the current approval schedule for most of the panels was 

necessary to avoid a rush order charge as the project needed to be completed for the November 

11, 2019, unveiling. Ms. Jones also reminded those present that the names of the conflicts would 

be cut into the steel frames and thus were not included in the design of the laminate panels. Ms. 

Jones distributed the comprehensive collection of draft comments that staff received. Ms. 
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Bolliger thanked Mrs. Susan Coti for her help throughout the production process. Ms. Jones 

explained how staff had consulted with veterans’ families and 9/11 first responders to seek initial 

input on the proposed content.  

 

Mr. Turnbull suggested referencing all the attacks that occurred on September 11, 2001, not just 

the one in Arlington. He also suggested removing year-specific statistics in paragraph three.  

 

Ms. Bolliger passed around a set of professional prints that reflected a more accurate 

representation of the colors of the panels.  

 

The Chairman asked what the panels would be titled. Ms. Jones replied that staff recommended 

entitling them the “Wars in Afghanistan and Iraq” and said that Ms. Bolliger could elaborate 

further. Ms. Bolliger recalled that the Board had discussed the official as well as the colloquial 

names of conflicts and wars at the May meeting. Since then, to help identify how best to name all 

the conflicts, the HPP staff consulted with representatives from the Arlington American Legion 

Post 139 and the Arlington Veterans of Foreign Wars Post, as well as a two-star general working 

with the County on a commemoration event for the Vietnam War. Given that no Arlington 

residents were reported to have died in any other conflicts such as those in the First Gulf War or 

Kosovo, only Iraq and Afghanistan were included.  

 

The Chairman asked if the titles were set as he believed that “Global War on Terror” 

encompassed the war effort more accurately. Ms. Bolliger explained staff’s concern that this 

made a political statement that was beyond the scope of the panels. The Chairman expressed that 

the proposed title failed to encompass the wide breadth of the conflict globally. Ms. Jones 

reminded the Board that given the deadline for production, it was necessary to decide the title at 

tonight’s hearing. The Vice Chairman asked if the title had been recommended because 

Arlingtonians had not been reported to have died in other post-September 11th conflicts. Ms. 

Bolliger said that was correct and further clarified that the Clarendon War Memorial plaque did 

not include contractors who had died outside of the Armed Forces.  

 

Mr. Turnbull noted there were no other theatres mentioned in the proposed marker language. Ms. 

Lawrence asked if this absence of other conflicts had been explained anywhere. Ms. Bolliger 

said that the World War I marker did refer to the War Memorial’s plaques and that the Memorial 

would be visible from where the markers would be installed. Ms. Steinberger said that if there 

was an official title used by the military then it would be best to use that, although she 

acknowledged the mainstream conflict over official terms.  

 

The Chairman noted that there were two public speakers for this item and invited them to the 

table. Ms. Nancy Iacomini introduced herself and her husband Mr. Dan Donahue of American 

Legion Post 139. They both stated that the Veterans Administration used the term “Global War 

on Terror” in official capacities to describe the conflict.  

 

Ms. Iacomini questioned the use of the term ‘emergency responders’ to encompass the 

emergency personnel who provided aid during the Pentagon attack. She also questioned the 

inclusion of the U.S Marshals in the statement about Federal agencies present in 2001 since they 

are no longer present in 2019. Ms. Iacomini reminded staff to consider what lens people would 
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read the markers. She questioned the statement that the FBI was the ‘backbone,’ thinking other 

agencies would disagree. The Chairman agreed that the FBI probably was the backbone of the 

investigation, but not the emergency response. Ms. Steinberger and Mr. Laporte agreed that 

‘backbone’ was editorial. Ms. Lawrence suggested ‘support from the FBI.’ The Chairman 

recommended ‘including the F.B.I. who lead the investigation.’  

 

Ms. Iacomini was concerned about the lack of explanation of international forces and the 

statement that the U.S. ‘continues to maintain a sizeable force’ since the information is 

constantly changing. The Chairman recommended using the present tense instead of the past 

tense. Mr. Laporte suggested including a date on the panels; Ms. Liccese-Torres pointed out that 

the date (year) is already on the bottom of each panel with the County logo. 

 

Mr. Turnbull asked why those particular aerial photos of Lee Highway had been selected as there 

was not much visible change. Ms. Jones explained that the photos were also on earlier panels, 

and that this modern/historic comparison was to provide a contextual demonstration of change. 

The Chairman suggested finishing with public commentary and moving to HALRB comments. 

Ms. Iacomini suggested including the abbreviation for I.E.D. (Improvised Explosive Device).   

 

Ms. Steinberger argued that the aerial photos might not be as communicative as staff intended. 

Ms. Jones pointed out that the area at the bottom of the panel will be hard for most viewers to 

see, which is why there are images and not text at the bottom of the panels. Ms. Bolliger further 

explained that modern images without copyright restrictions are hard to find. Ms. Steinberger 

suggested using images from some of the other panels. Ms. Jones suggested moving and 

enlarging the modern and historic image from the WWI panel and adding another historic image 

of the Clarendon Trust Company to the second panel.  

 

Ms. Steinberger stated that the text in the captions said ‘search and rescue operations’ while the 

body of the text used ‘emergency responders’; she suggested that the two should be consistent. 

Ms. Steinberger thought there was a benefit to including the modern and historic comparisons as 

a snapshot in time. Ms. Iacomini suggested if the images were reflecting large change in 

Arlington then Parkington or the Ballston Corridor might be better choices. Ms. Liccese-Torres 

stated that such a change would be possible if photos were available from the Center for Local 

History. Ms. Bolliger explained that the images had been chosen because they related back to 

previous markers and provided context. Ms. Iacomini suggested the Silver Diner area as one to 

represent change in the commercial corridor. Ms. Steinberger appreciated the narrative 

continuity of using modern images from previous panels to highlight change. She also 

appreciated the sensitive treatment of shell shock and post-traumatic stress in the marker.  

 

Ms. Liccese-Torres reiterated that a name for the title still had to be chosen. Ms. Jones outlined 

the two choices “Wars in Afghanistan and Iraq” and “Global War on Terror.” The Vice 

Chairman asked if by changing the title to “Global War on Terror” the text would change to 

reflect the other theaters. Ms. Farris noted that any language would likely leave out a large part 

of the story. Ms. Jones mentioned that Ms. Bolliger would be producing some blog posts with 

the Center for Local History; perhaps some of this information could be covered in more depth 

and include citations about research. Ms. Bolliger stated it would be possible to include an 

explanation of which campaigns were included and why there was a focus on Afghanistan and 
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Iraq.  The Chairman put the two title options to a vote and the HALRB voted unanimously for 

“Global War on Terror.” 

 

Final review of draft historic markers for WWI, WW2, Korean War, and Vietnam War 

 

The Chairman stated that the HALRB would now look at the four preceding markers: World 

War I, World War II, Korean War, Vietnam War; the Board already had an initial chance to 

comment on these and tonight’s review was for a final approval. The Chairman asked for 

questions of fact rather than questions of style and invited the HALRB to follow up with staff 

regarding any statements of style. Ms. Jones reminded the Board that the panels would be sent 

for printing soon after approval. Ms. Bolliger invited all members to help staff with graphic 

tweaks.  

 

Ms. Iacomini mentioned that she submitted textual edits to staff and they could reach out to her 

with questions. Ms. Bolliger confirmed that the HPP would review all comments received from 

the public even if they all were not discussed at the public hearing. 

 

Mr. Donahue was concerned that including “(possibly Ralph Lowe)” on the marker as a 

reference to the ‘Ralph Lowe’ on the original 1931 War Memorial plaque (which is being 

updated by the American Legion to state the name as ‘Ralph Rowe’) would be confusing and 

unhelpful. He explained that he believed ‘Ralph Lowe’ was likely a typographical error and that 

William Ralph Rowe, known as Ralph Rowe, was more likely the person meant to be included 

on the original Memorial plaque. Ms. Bolliger explained that although Ralph Lowe had not been 

identified in any historical records, it was not unusual for African American records to be 

difficult to locate or non-existent. It was the HPP staff’s opinion that from a historian’s 

standpoint, it would be misleading to remove the name; in terms of honoring veterans this 

decision might remove the last remaining trace of someone’s service and existence. The 

Chairman stated it was most logical to remove the parenthetical reference to Ralph Lowe. It was 

resolved by an informal vote of the HALRB that this parenthetical reference would be removed. 

Ms. Steinberger suggested that perhaps this story could be told more fully in a blog post.  

 

Ms. Liccese-Torres asked for additional feedback on the panels. Ms. Steinberger noted on the 

WWI panel in the paragraph next to the medallion that the sentence ‘more than 400 of more than 

20,000’ should be rewritten. Further, she praised the treatment of the discovery of additional 

names. Ms. Steinberger noted a discrepancy between the long form titles of World War I and 

World War II. She also suggested the addition of the word ‘separate’ in the second to last 

paragraph of the World War I panel.  

 

On the World War II panel, Ms. Iacomini suggested using the term ‘garden apartments’ instead 

of ‘large-scale,’ when describing the new housing developments.  

 

On the Korean War panel, Ms. Steinberger noted a fluctuation in the number of spaces used after 

periods. She also suggested the separation of the ground assault paragraph. Ms. Jones noted that 

they had been grouped together as they were all infantrymen. Ms. Steinberger recommended 

including more personal information. Ms. Liccese-Torres explained that such information was 

included where possible but given historic records, pertinent details were not always available.  
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Mr. Davis noted that the images of the draft card and Major Winter on the second panel were 

floating. Ms. Jones made a note to align them with the paragraphs. Ms. Steinberger said she 

enjoyed the inclusion of the image of the historic courthouse. 

 

Mr. Laporte expressed concern that the stories included were not ‘local stories,’ making the title 

heading for the final section incorrect. Ms. Steinberger suggested that by not including a note 

that these service people were local might beg the question of why they were being highlighted. 

The Chairman suggested using ‘residents’ or ‘locals.’ However, Mr. Donahue pointed out that 

while all the names had been included on the War Memorial plaques, it might not necessarily be 

accurate that they were Arlington residents as they might have written Arlington as their 

residence at the time of registration. The group settled on ‘Some Stories of Those Who Served’ 

as an alternative heading; this new wording would be applied to all the panels. The Vice 

Chairman noted that some image captions ran past the edge of the image and suggested dropping 

the caption to a second line. 

 

On the Vietnam War maker, Ms. Iacomini suggested including the acronym DARPA. Ms. 

Liccese-Torres explained that the HALRB had discussed this point previously; the HALRB had 

agreed that the acronym should not be included as that was usually done when the term was 

mentioned later, but DARPA was mentioned only once. However, the HALRB now agreed the 

acronym should be included because it is a popular reference. Ms. Steinberger asked if there 

were any images of the chandelier from Crystal House. Ms. Liccese-Torres said staff was unable 

to locate some and she asked Ms. Iacomini if she knew of any. Ms. Iacomini likewise was not 

aware of any images. Ms. Bolliger offered to seek out some images if available for a blog post.  

 

Ms. Steinberger raised concern about the caption listing an advertisement as ‘pro-war.’ Ms. 

Bolliger suggested “propaganda,” but Ms. Steinberger was concerned about the negative 

connotation. Ms. Jones agreed that the word propaganda had never been used on the panels. Ms. 

Bolliger offered to remove ‘pro-war’ and retain ‘advertisement.’ Ms. Jones noted that the other 

caption included the term ‘anti-war.’ 

 

Ms. Steinberger suggested including ‘stationed,’ as ‘installed’ was incorrect for military police 

persons. Ms. Lawrence noted a concern with the description for Teach-ins. Ms. Jones offered to 

remove the definition. Mr. Laporte noted an additional hyphen in First-Class which should not be 

present. 

 

Mr. Laporte then noted a grammatical inconsistency in the WWI panel. He raised concern over 

pluralizing women holding rank or ranks. Further discussion decided that ‘rank’ should be 

singular.  

 

The Chairman made a motion for the HALRB to approve the WWI, WWII, Korea, and Vietnam 

markers as currently written and to authorize staff to make additional factual changes if 

necessary and any editorial and stylistic changes. Ms. Steinberger seconded the motion, which 

was approved 9-0-1 with Mr. Laporte abstaining. 
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The Chairman complimented staff on their work on the markers. Ms. Lawrence concurred. Ms. 

Liccese-Torres thanked everyone for their time and assistance with this project. The Chairman 

thanked Ms. Iacomini and Mr. Donahue for their time. 

 

Reports of the Chairman and Staff:  

 

Chairman’s Report:  

The Chairman discussed the recent County Board hearing in which the Ball Family Burial 

Grounds was discussed as part of the 11th and Kirkwood site plan project. He described the 

report on the burial ground that the County Board requested the HPP staff prepare and confirmed 

it would be due by December 31, 2019.  

 

The Chairman asked for an additional board member to attend the Shirlington GLUP+ study 

meetings with Mr. Wenchel. Mr. Davis volunteered.  

 

Staff and Other Reports:  

Ms. Liccese-Torres stated that the public hearing for the Maywood Design Guidelines update 

needs to be scheduled. The fifth Wednesday in July (7/31) could be an opportunity to meet. She 

asked for board members to identify their availability, so staff could confirm a quorum.  

 

Ms. Liccese-Torres reminded the board about the upcoming second PFRC meeting for the new 

Fire Station 8 design and asked members to notify her about any interest in being involved. Ms. 

Liccese-Torres reminded the Board that staff from the County’s Planning and Housing divisions 

would be presenting a Housing Conservation Districts (HCD) update at the July HALRB hearing 

and she urged board members to study the information in advance to be prepared. She noted the 

upcoming HCD community event on June 20 at the Central Library from 6:30-8:30 pm. Ms. 

Lawrence said she would attend.  

 

Ms. Liccese-Torres asked the Chairman if he had an update about the Reevesland milk shed 

given the HALRB’s most recent letter to the County Board. The Chairman replied that he had 

not but would follow-up.  

 

When preparing for the July HALRB hearing, the Chairman encouraged members to review how 

HRI properties would be treated in the HCD study.  

 

The Chairman adjourned the meeting at 9:54 PM. 


